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Intravenously injected nanopharmaceuticals induce adverse cardiopulmonary
reactions in sensitive human subjects and these reactions are reproducible in pigs.
The underlying mechanisms are poorly understood, but a role for both the
complement system and reactive macrophages has been implicated. Here we
show the dominance and importance of early pulmonary intravascular
macrophage clearance kinetics in adverse particle-mediated cardiopulmonary
distress in pigs and irrespective of complement activation. Delaying particle
recognition by macrophages within the first few minutes of injection overcome
adverse reactions in pigs. This was achieved by two independent approaches: (i)
changing particle geometry from a spherical shape (which trigger
cardiopulmonary distress) to either rod- or disk-shape morphology and (ii) by
physically adhering spheres to the surface of erythrocytes. These approaches
bypasses particle surface engineering approaches to prevent robust macrophage
recognition as well as the use of immunological or pharmacological modulators to
reduce/overcome nanomedicine related adverse cardiopulmonary distress.

Intravenous administration of liposomal and polymeric nanopharmaceuticals is
known to incite autonomic, muco-cutaneous and cardiopulmonary reactions in some
human patients1-5. Symptoms include fever, chills, wheezing, facial swelling, flushing,
rash, coughing, shortness of breath, tachypnea, hypertension/hypotension and chest and
back pain. These symptoms range from light to severe and are not initiated by preexisting allergen-reactive immunoglobulins (e.g., IgE type antibodies)4,5.
The underlying mechanism(s) behind intravenous injection reactions to
nanopharmaceuticals is poorly understood. Inadvertent activation of the complement
system, which is the first line of the body’s defence against foreign intruders, has been
suggested to be a causal factor4,5. Liberated complement anaphylatoxins C3a and C5a
can modulate the function of responder immune cells such as mast cells, neutrophils,
basophils, eosinophils and macrophages causing rapid release of a secondary mediators
that negatively affect the cardiovascular system4,6,7. Nanopharmaceutical-mediated
cardiopulmonary responses in sensitive human subjects are reproducible in pigs, which
include a massive increase in pulmonary arterial pressure (PAP) and decline in the
systemic arterial pressure (SAP)8. Moreover, earlier studies have shown a role for
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complement activation and particularly C5a in the development of cardiopulmonary
distress in pigs9.
Unlike humans, pigs (and sheep) have resident pulmonary intravascular
macrophages (PIMs)10,11. PIMs instantaneously ingest intravenously injected particles
and subsequently release large quantities of thromboxane A2 (TxA2), prostaglandins
and

prostacyclins

that

correlate

with

periods

of

peak

vasoconstriction,

bronchoconstriction and pulmonary hypertension11. Furthermore, earlier studies have
demonstrated that newborn lambs prior to developing PIMs show no changes in PAP
after particle injection12. Within two weeks of birth, lambs develop a population of
PIMs, which is accompanied by increased lung accumulation of injected particles with
a concomitant increase in PAP and TxA2 production12. Collectively, these observations
suggest that PIMs on robust phagocytosis may induce anaphylaxis. Complement
anaphylatoxins may further modulate the function of PIMs as well as other immune
cells and aggravate cardiopulmonary reactions13. For instance, C5a can synergistically
enhance Toll-like receptor-induced production of pro-inflammatory cytokines and
further promote TxA2 release14. In line with the role of macrophages in anaphylaxis, a
recent hypothesis has suggested that human subjects who are sensitive to
nanopharmaceutical administration presumably have a subset of highly responsive
resident macrophages in pulmonary circulation15. Indeed, there are suggestions of
induction of pulmonary macrophages in subjects with liver abnormalities and other
hepato-pulmonary diseases10,11,16,17.
Accordingly, methods to circumvent robust macrophage association and
internalization may present an attractive mean to limit nanopharmaceutical-mediated
cardiopulmonary distress. Surface modification of nanoparticles with poly(ethylene
glycol) (PEG) is a well-established strategy to combat rapid macrophage interception18.
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Unfortunately, acute adverse injection reactions with PEGylated liposomes and
nanoparticles still persist in some human subjects as well as in pigs4,5,8,9,18-20. Indeed,
PEGylated particles can not only trigger complement activation18-22, but they are also
prone to rapid recognition by a subset of monocyte/macrophage populations
independent of opsonization processes23,24.
If macrophages in the pulmonary circulation play an important role in
anaphylaxis, then it is imperative to prevent particle-macrophage interaction within the
first few minutes of injection where reactions typically develop. Recently, it was shown
that particle shape could be a pivotal parameter in combating recognition by
macrophages25-28. Parallel to these attempts, particle ‘hitch-hiking’ on erythrocytes also
afford protection to robust particle ingestion by macrophages in contact with the
blood29,30. Here, we employ these strategies, which may be applicable to different
clinical scenarios and show that by leveraging both particle shape modifications and
erythrocyte ‘hitch-hiking’, dampening or overcoming particle-mediated adverse
cardiopulmonary reactions on bolus injection occurs.

Particle shape. We utilized carboxylated polystyrene particles of spherical, prolate
ellipsoidal (rods), and oblate ellipsoidal (disks) shapes bearing a comparable range of
Gaussian curvatures (Figure 1). We assessed propensity of these particles to 1) incite
complement in pig31 and human blood21,22, and 2) induce haemodynamic disturbances
in vivo in the pig model8,9.
The results in Figure 2a&b show the effect of the particle shape on timedependent complement activation in the pig blood. Complement activation was
monitored through measurements of sC5b-9 (a nonlytic soluble marker of the terminal
pathway of the complement system and a sensitive measure of the activation of the
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whole complement cascade) and anaphykatoxin C5a21,22,32, relative to a zymosan (an
established potent activator of the complement system) response. Absolute values of
complement activation products are given in Supplementary Figure S1. We compared
complement activation at an equivalent surface area for each particle type (~14,500
mm2/mL of blood). Spheres (500 nm) did not incite complement within the first 5 min
of incubation. At later time-points some complement activation occurred, which was
statistically significant (Figure 2a&b). Similar to spheres, rods and disks did not induce
complement activation within the first 5 min, but later complement activation was
robust and more profound than spheres. Since stretching spheres at high temperature
generated rods and disks, these conditions may have created complement-activating
surface domains due to altered polystyrene re-packaging and configuration. Indeed,
alterations in polymer configuration can incite complement through different
pathways.33
We further observed a similar time-dependent complement activation (through
measurements of C3bc, C3a, C5a and sC5b-9) profile by the particles in the human
blood, but unlike pig blood complement activation by all particles were comparable at
late time points (Supplementary Figure S2). The reasons for these differences are not
clear, but may be related to differences in protein corona on particles in pig and human
blood and subsequent complement activation by adsorbed proteins. Since these
particles did not trigger complement activation instantaneously in porcine and human
blood, we next assessed haemodynamic responses on particle injection in pigs.
Particles were injected intravenously at an equivalent surface area (~114,300
mm2/20 kg body weight) into pigs in a total volume of 5-10 mL over 30s to 2 min and
they showed a different trend in cardiopulmonary responses. Immediately on injection,
spheres elevated PAP with a concomitant decline in SAP (Figure 2c & d).
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Haemodynamic disturbances, however, were restored within 5 min of injection. These
haemodynamic responses were comparable to a 0.5 mg/kg zymosan dose
(Supplementary Figure S3), but unlike spheres, zymosan is a potent and an
instantaneous activator of the complement system8,21,22. However, administration of the
prostaglandin inhibitor indomethacin attenuated zymosan- and sphere-induced rises in
PAP (Supplemenatry Figure S3). In contrast to spheres, neither rods nor disks induced
notable cardiopulmonary disturbances and minute PAP rises were peaked slightly later
(Figure 2c). Afterwards, PAP rises were returned to background level by 10 min and
there were no further elevation at 20 min post injection, despite the fact that rods and
disks induced notable complement activation in pig blood from 10 min onward. The
shape-dependent cardiopulmonary distress differences in pigs were also reflected by
the ability of the spheres to elevate thromboxane B2 (TxB2), an inactive metabolite of
the vasoconstrictor TxA2 released predominantly by macrophages, at the peak level of
PAP34 (Figure 2e).
These observations indicate that perturbations in haemodynamic parameters
may be complement-independent and could be related to kinetics of particle clearance
by PIMs. Accordingly, robust particle removal from the blood (as in spheres or
zymosan particles) may initiate cardiopulmonary disturbances. Next, we used
rhodamine-labelled particles to compare their clearance rates from the porcine
circulation on intravenous injection at an equivalent particle number (1.5 x 1011
particles/20 kg body weight). The results in Figure 3 show that both rods and disks
circulate longer than spheres. Notably, a large proportion of spheres are cleared from
the blood within 2 min of injection compared with rods and disks, which coincide with
peak PAP and TxB2 levels. These findings corroborate with the suggestion that
immediate and robust particle phagocytosis by PIMs may largely control the magnitude
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of cardiopulmonary responses15. Thus, to further show a role for PIMs in
cardiopulmonary distress responses, we performed a second set of experiments in pigs
where the majority of PIMs were depleted by prior administration of clodronateencapsulated liposomes35 (Figure 4). Indeed, on PIM depletion, carboxylated sphere
(injected at 1.5 x 1011 particle/20 kg body weight)-mediated PAP and TxB2 rises were
dramatically dampened. Furthermore, similar observations were obtained on injection
of other particle types such as sulfated polystyrene particles (500 nm in size and at 1.5
x 1011 particle/20 kg body weight) and PEGylated liposomes (200 nm in size and 10
mg total lipid/20 kg body weight) following PIM depletion (Figure 4).
We further used radiolabelled particles to investigate their clearance kinetics
and biodistribution in the mouse model, which physiologically do not possess PIMs.
The results showed similar particle shape-dependent blood clearance profile as in pigs
(Supplementary Figure S4). After 10 min of injection the blood concentration of all
three particle types were similar and corresponded to <10% of the administered dose.
Biodistribution analysis confirmed eventual particle confinement to the murine
macrophage-rich organs (liver and spleen) (Supplementary Figure S4) and
irrespective of particle shape.
The intravenous route of administration rapidly exposes particles to the lung
capillaries36, thereby placing the particles in direct and immediate contact with
pulmonary macrophages in pigs. The dimensions of rods and disks used in this study,
however, are not sufficiently large (i.e., they are not in micron-range dimensions) to
allow conditions of shear flow and vascular anatomy to modulate particle dynamics and
orientation in the systemic circulation37,38. Therefore, it is highly plausible that rods and
disks of current dimensions assume random orientation in the blood, where an end-on
(for rods) or edge-on (for disks) approach (high curvature domains) may overcome
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rapid sensing and recognition by macrophages, thereby explaining their slower
clearance rate from the blood compared with spheres. Accordingly, only a fraction of
rods and disks are sensed by PIMs at a typical blood circulation round, which correlate
with low PAP rises.
In agreement with this notion, J774 macrophages under static conditions also
showed the trend of significantly faster uptake of spheres compared with rods and disks
in the first minute of mixing, followed by comparable uptake levels at all later time
points where particles have settled and macrophages have the opportunity to engulf
particles of different orientations (Supplementary Figure S5). The slower clearance
rate of rods and disks by PIMs may have therefore triggered a desensitization process39,
and consequentially prevented the release of secondary mediators responsible for
initiating cardiopulmonary distress. Clinical studies have shown that slowing the
infusion rate of nanomedicines decreases the magnitude of adverse reactions in
sensitive human subjects4,5. A plausible explanation for this phenomenon is the reduced
rate of particle presentation to the putative induced pulmonary macrophages in sensitive
subjects15. Finally, our results may also explain why administration of a recently
designed artificial phospholipid disk-shaped particle did not incite adverse
cardiopulmonary distress in pigs, as they may have been cleared from the blood at a
slow rate by PIMs40.

Particle ‘hitch-hiking’ on erythrocytes. Earlier, it was shown that adsorption of
particles of different sizes (e.g., 110-1100 nm) and surface functionalities (e.g.,
carboxyl, amine, aldehyde and polyethylene amine) to erythrocytes occur, which
subsequently improve their circulation times29,30. Since PIMs played a central role in
injection reactions to particles, we reasoned that a transient delay in extraction of
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spherical particles by macrophages through erythrocyte ‘hitch-hiking’ may dampen
haemodynamic disturbances. To test this hypothesis we first used larger (750 nm)
carboxylated polystyrene spheres to induce more efficient complement activation18,21.
The results in Figure 4a-d show association of carboxylated spheres to both human
and pig erythrocytes in the absence of plasma, which remain bound upon plasma
restoration. The results further shows that spheres in free form or attached to
erythrocytes induce comparable complement activation (Figure 4e). On intravenous
injection, erythrocyte ‘hitch-hiked’ particles did not elevate PAP considerably, but
unbound particles induced a substantial rise in PAP (Figure 4f). The low PAP
responses with ‘hitch-hiked’ systems may have been caused by the presence of the 30%
unbound particles to erythrocytes (Figure 4c). These haemodynamic observations were
also reproducible with poor complement activating 500 nm spheres bound to
erythrocytes (Supplementary Figure S6), which additionally highlight detection of
increased thromboxane levels on administration of unbound particles as opposed to
‘hitch-hiked’ particles. Taken together, these results imply that erythrocyte ‘hitchhiking’ decreases particle-mediated cardiopulmonary distress by avoiding early
interactions with macrophages irrespective of complement activation.
Finally, we suggest that erythrocyte ‘hitch-hiking’ may serve an alternative
approach for alleviating adverse injection reaction to currently available sphericallyshaped polymeric drug carriers such as poly(cyanoacrylate) and poly(DL-lactide-coglycolide) and their derivative thereof1,41. Indeed, these particles can adhere to
erythrocytes in the absence of plasma and remain bound on plasma restoration30.

Conclusions. We showed for a set of different-shaped polystyrene particles how the
kinetics of macrophage clearance dictates the extent of cardiopulmonary responses
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irrespective of complement activation. Robust particle interaction with macrophage
appears to be an important factor in the development of adverse injection reactions,
which is presumably regulated by the type of macrophage receptor(s) and associated
signalling. Although, the identity of these receptors remains unknown, we dampened
cardiopulmonary distress in pigs by two independent approaches that attenuated rapid
particle-macrophage interactions. The first approach was to use particles displaying rod
or disk morphologies with dimensions below 500 nm. The second approach resolved
adverse injection reaction to spherical particles through their prior adherence to
erythrocytes. These strategies avoided the use of immunological or pharmacological
manipulations42,43 and did not require prior particle surface modification with
polymers33,44,45. These ‘simple-by-design’ approaches may be extended to PRINT
technology (Particle Replication in Non-wetting Templates)46 for identification of other
geometries and particle dimensions for overcoming injection-related reactions. Even
with spherically shaped particles, erythrocyte “hitch-hiking” may provide a viable
clinical solution for nanomedicine administration and salvage the use of currently
available polymeric-based drug carriers for different therapeutic interventions. Finally,
we suggest that PIMs act as ballerinas in particle-mediated injection reactions, while
the exact role of complement needs to be explored in detail. Although inadvertent
complement activation may still play a role in injection reactions, our observations,
however, suggest that in vitro complement assessment alone may not be a sufficiently
sensitive approach to predict adverse injection reactions, and for preselecting patients
for safe administration of nanopharmaceuticals.
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Methods
Preparation and characterization of particles
Plain carboxylated polystyrene particles of 200, 500 and 750 nm and sulfated
polystyrene particles (500 nm) were purchased from Polysciences Inc. (Warrington,
PA). For some studies FITC- or rhodamine-labelled carboxylated polystyrene particles
were used. The 200 nm particles were stretched into rods and disks either by a onedimensional or two-dimensional film stretching method, respectively, as previously
described27. Briefly, 1013 polystyrene spheres were first embedded into a hot water
soluble polyvinyl alcohol film (10% w/v in water) with 2% (w/v) glycerol. Films were
then mounted and mechanically stretched in either one or two dimensions in oil at
120°C. Films were then dissolved in 70°C water for 2 hours and then centrifuged at
8,000 g to isolate the particles. Particle suspensions were centrifuged in water 10 more
times and finally passed through a 170 µm filter. Scanning electron micrographs were
taken on an FEI XL40 and imaged at 5-10 kV acceleration voltage at 5 mm working
distance.
PEGylated liposomes (100 and 200 nm, respectively) resembling Doxil in
lipid composition and doxorubicin content were prepared as described before32. Size
analysis was performed by Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis following sample dilution
(x106) with 10 mM NaCl and monitored with an LM20 NanoSight mounted with a blue
(405 nm) laser (Malvern Instruments, UK) using the Nanosight 2.3 software for data
analysis32.
In vitro complement activation in whole blood
For activation of the complement system, blood was drawn from healthy human
subjects according to local approved protocols and individual consent into blood tubes
containing the anticoagulant lepirudin (Refludan®, Hoechst, Frankfurt am main,
Germany), which does not affect complement system47. Pig blood was also collected in
lepirudin blood tubes. Measurements on human whole blood (WB) were based on three
individual donors. Measurements on pig WB were done in three different experiments
using blood from a healthy pig. Particle concentration was normalized to yield constant
exposed surface area. Briefly, 20 μL particles, PBS or zymosan (0.2 mg/mL) were
added to WB corresponding to a volume of ~80 μL plasma (i.e 160 μL human WB and
120 μL Pig WB) and incubated at 37°C for a range of time points (1-30 min) followed
by dilution in cold diluent containing EDTA to stop complement activation. After
centrifugation, human C3bc and sC5b-9 was quantified by ELISA as described
elsewhere48. Pig sC5b-9 determination was done as described earlier31. Human and pig
C5a was quantified using commercial available kits (Hycult, Uden, the Netherlands).
For particles bound to erythrocytes, the blood was pretreated as stated below.
Interaction between C3a and particles
In addition to the complement markers above, C3a was also included to assess
complement activation. However, due to a reduced level of measured C3a in plasma
when particles were present, a potential interaction between C3a and particles was
investigated. Purified human C3a (Hycult, Uden, The Netherlands) was mixed with a
pool of human EDTA-treated plasma from 9 donors, reaching final C3a concentrations
of 0-5400 ng/mL. This concentration range was selected to mimic the concentrations
reached in zymosan-induced in vitro complement responses. Accordingly, the three
particle shapes were introduced in amounts mimicking the incubations for in vitro
complement activation. After 30 min incubation at 37°C, particles were pelleted and
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the concentration of C3a in the supernatant was measured by ELISA (Hycult, Uden,
the Netherlands) and compared with plasma samples incubated without particles.
Haemodynamic measurements in pigs
In vivo studies were performed on Yorkshire pigs (23-27 kg). This method has
previously been fully detailed and validated, and approved by Semmelweis University
Animal Subject Review Committee8,9,42. Briefly, each pig was randomly selected and
initially sedated with 40 mg/kg ketamine and then anesthetized with sodium
pentobarbital (25-150 mg/h). A catheter was advanced into the right jugular vein and
into the pulmonary artery for measurement of PAP and SAP. A second catheter was
placed through the right femoral artery into the distal aorta, measuring systemic arterial
pressure. Electrocardiogram and respiratory output was also continuously recorded and
blood samples were drawn through the left jugular vein before and following particle
injection to monitor blood markers. For particles bound to erythrocytes, blood samples
were initially drawn into lepirudin tubes and used for erythrocyte isolation. Particles
were administered through the left jugular vein in a total volume of 5-10 mL in injection
saline. For treatment with indomethacin, PBS was slowly added to a solution of 6.5
mg/mL in ethanol, to reach a final indomethacin concentration of 2.6 mg/mL in 40%
ethanol. A total dose of 1 mg/kg was slowly administered to the pigs 10-15 min before
particle injection. In some experiments, particles were injected 24 h after PIM
depletion. The latter was achieved with 4 intravenous infusions of clodronateencapsulated multi-lamellar egg phosphatidylcholine/cholesterol (mole ratio 7:3)
liposomes of 800-1700 nm range (corresponding to 1.0 g clodronate/10 kg body
weight) once every 12 h35. Control animals received an equal volume of empty
liposomes. Fifteen random biopsy lung specimens per animal (n = 2 pigs per group)
were selected for assessment of PIMs stained by Monastral blue (injected intravenously
at a dose of 5mg/kg in saline 1 h before particle administration)35. Slides, after fixation
in 10% buffered formalin and subsequent dehydration and paraffin embedding were
sectioned into 4-5 M thickness and then de-parrafinized, rehydrated and stained with
eosin. Finally, slides were analysed for the number of positive PIM cells per highpowered field.
Thromboxane B2 was measured from the extracted blood plasma samples using
a commercial thromboxane B2 Express EIA kit (Cayman Chemical, Ann Arbor, MI).
Attachment and characterization of particles to erythrocytes
Freshly drawn WB samples were centrifuged at 1,200 g for 7 min to pellet cells.
Plasma was removed and stored for later use, and buffy coat was discarded.
Erythrocytes were then washed in PBS 3 times. No haemolysis was observed during
the handling. The final erythrocyte number was counted (Tali Image cytometer,
Invitrogen USA) and mixed with particles dispersed in PBS in an erythrocyte:particle
ratio of ~2:1 which was found to be optimal, and incubated 37°C for 30 min to allow
particle adhesion. Lepirudin-anticoagulated plasma was then added enabling
complement activation to occur, following the procedure described above. For
preparations with unbound particles, erythrocytes were first incubated in presence of
PBS, then reconstituted with plasma, and finally mixed with particles before
complement activation. All samples were thereby treated identically, with the exception
of the time of particle addition. When particles were absent, PBS was used to achieve
constant volume. Samples with bound particles also contained some particles that were
free. Thus, samples and injections with “bound” particles contained the same amount
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of particles than “unbound” particles, although not all of them were physically bound
to cells.
Characterization of the interaction between particles and erythrocytes were
made on samples after activation, and inhibition of the complement system. For
scanning electron microscopy, samples were diluted with 4% formaldehyde, and left at
room temperature overnight. Thereafter a small volume was left drying on a silicon
wafer and gently washed with water. After complete evaporation, a 20 nm gold layer
was applied (Leica EM SCD005), and monitored using a JSM-6320F scanning electron
microscope at 10 kV.
For FACS characterization, reacted complement samples were diluted in PBS
to a total erythrocyte dilution of 104 and monitored on a BD FACSArray flow cytometer
with flow rate of 0.5 μL/s and side scatter threshold of 3,000.
For light microscopy, samples were placed between two cover slips, and
monitored on a Leica AF6000LX microscope using a 63x and 100x oil immersion
objective (NA. 1.46) with a 1.6 magnification in DIC mode. Two filters (Ex BP 475/40
nm and Em BP 530/50 nm) were used to detect FITC-labelled spheres, and a
background subtraction was made on all images to reduce dust-induced noise.

In vivo circulation and biodistribution studies
The blood clearance of rhodamine-labelled particles (spheres, rods and disks)
was monitored after a single intravenous injection (1.5 x 1011 particles/25kg body
weight) into pigs (n=2). At selected time points blood samples were removed and
analysed for the presence of particles. The blood concentration of particles was
estimated from blood samples containing known quantities of labelled particles.
In some experiments, spheres, rods and disks were radiolabelled with 3H-oleic
acid (Moravek Biochemicals) for biodistribution studies in mice. Briefly, 20% w/v
particle suspension in water was added to a solution containing 100 µL [3H]-oleic acid,
100 μL ethanol, and 25 μL tetrahydrofuran for 30 min with constant rotation. Particles
were washed ten times at 15,000 g for 30 min via centrifugation to remove
unincorporated tritium and re-suspended in saline prior to injection. For circulation and
biodistribution studies, 5x109 radiolabeled particles were injected via tail vein into
randomly grouped healthy female BALB/c mice (18-20 g). At specified time points,
blood was drawn and mice were sacrificed via CO2 overdose. Known weights of blood,
liver, spleen, kidney, heart, lungs, brain, and skin were harvested and dissolved
overnight at 60 °C in 5 mL of Solvable (Perkin Elmer). The next day, Ultima Gold
(Perkin Elmer) was added to dissolved organ samples and [3H] content was measured
using a TriCarb 2100TR scintillation counter. All mouse protocols were approved by
the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at the University of
California, Santa Barbara, CA).
In vitro macrophage uptake
Radiolabelled particles of different shapes were prepared as described above.
J774 macrophages were cultured in standard cell culture conditions (37oC in 5% CO2)
in high glucose DMEM (ATCC), 10% FBS, and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. 1.5x104
J774 cells per well were seeded for 24 h in a 96-well plate. Prior to the experiment,
particles were resuspended in DMEM containing 20% (v/v) fresh BALB/c serum, at
0.1 mg/mL and introduced to plated J774 cells following removal of DMEM containing
FBS and penicillin/streptomycin and 3 washes with PBS. At specified time points,
particle solutions were removed from cells, and cells were washed 3x with PBS to
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remove unbound or non-internalized particles. Cells were immediately incubated at
60°C for 1 h in 5 mL of Solvable and then analyzed (as described above) for [3H]
content.
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Figure 1. Graphical and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) representation of
spheres, rods, and disks. a: True relative size and shape with colours representing
Gaussian curvature (assuming rods and disks as prolate and oblate spheroids,
respectively). b-d: SEM images of spheres (b), rods (c) and disks (d). Scale bars: 500
nm.
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Figure 2. Changes in complement activation in pig blood and pig haemodynamic
parameters after exposure to spheres (circles), rods (triangles) and disks (squares). a &
b: Time-dependent complement activation in pig whole blood shown as percentage of
formed sC5b-9 and C5a, respectively, relative to a 0.2 mg/mL zymosan response.
Values are given as mean ± s.d., n=3 (sC5b-9: p<0.01 for spheres and disks at 10 and
30 min, and p<0.001 for rods at 10 and 30 min compared with control/background
level). Complement activation by particles was compared on an equivalent surface area
of ~14,500 mm2/mL of blood. Absolute values of complement activation products are
presented in Supplementary Figure S1. c: Time-dependent changes in pulmonary
arterial pressure (PAP) on particle injection. Particles (given on an equivalent surface
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area of ~114,300 mm2/20 kg body weight) were injected at zero time. Inset: Integrated
area under the curve (AUC) of the changes in PAP during the first 10 min of injection.
d: Changes in the systemic arterial pressure (SAP) on particle injection. e: Changes in
levels of thromboxane B2 (TxB2) on particle injection. The results from pig
experiments are expressed as mean ± s.e.m. of injections (n=3).
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Figure 3. Circulation profile of spheres, rods and disks following intravenous injection
into pigs. Spheres are cleared faster compared to rods and disks. The inset is a magnified
representation of early time points. The results are expressed as mean ± s.e.m (n=3).
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Figure 4. Dampening of particle-mediated haemodynamic changes in pigs following
pulmonary intravascular macrophage (PIM) depletion. a: number of positive PIM cells
per high-powered field in lung samples untreated and clodronate-liposome-treated pigs
(the results represents 15 random biopsy lung specimens per animal ± s.e.m.; n=2 pigs
per group). b: Time-dependent changes in pulmonary arterial pressure (PAP) in
control and clodronate-liposome-treated pigs. Animals were injected
intravenously with spherical carboxylated polystyrene particles of 500 nm (1.5 x
1011 particle/20 kg body weight) at zero time. c: Comparison of maximum PAP in
control and clodronate-liposome-treated pigs on intravenous injection of 500 nm
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carboxylated polystyrene particles (C-500nm), 750 nm sulfated polystyrene
particles (S-750nm) and 200 nm PEGylated liposomes (Lip 200nm). Polystyrene
particles were injected at a dose of 1.5 x 1011 particle/20 kg body weight and
liposomes at a dose of 10 mg total lipid/20 kg body weight. d: Changes in levels of
thromboxane B2 (TxB2) on particle injection in control and clodronate-liposometreated pigs. The results in b, c & d are mean ± s.e.m. (n=2 pigs per group). Open
circles and columns represent animals pre-treated with control liposomes and black
squares and columns represent pigs pre-treated with clodronate-encapsulated
liposomes, respectively. *p<0.05.
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Figure 5. Overcoming adverse reactions to spheres through erythrocyte ‘hitch-hiking’.
a: DIC/fluorescence images of adhered 750 nm carboxylated polystyrene particles to
human and pig (inset) erythrocytes. Scale bars: 10 µm. b: SEM image of a human
erythrocyte with adhered polystyrene particles. Scale bar: 1 µm. c&d: Quantitative
assessment of the particle-cell interaction by FACS, showing the fraction of bound
particles and cells for human and pig (c) and how particles are distributed on cells (d).
Values are expressed as mean ± s.e.m. of four human donors, each in biological
duplicates, and one pig donor in biological triplicates. e: Complement responses (sC5b9 measurements) to erythrocyte-bound and unbound particles in human and pig whole
blood. In c, d & e the ratio of human and pig erythrocytes to particles was 2:1
corresponding to 1.13 x 109 and 1.69 x 109 spheres/incubation, respectively. Values are
expressed as mean ± s.d. (see methods for statistical details). f: Haemodynamic changes
in pigs measured by changes in pulmonary arterial pressure (PAP). Total number of
particles injected in both cases was 8.6 x 109/20 kg body weight. Inset: Area under the
curve (AUC) for particles that are bound (B) to erythrocytes or unbound (U). Values
are expressed as mean ± s.e.m. for two pigs.
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